POLIANA
lima- WORKSHOPS

PHILOSOPHY
To dance is to create a poem with our finite existence.
To dance is the most profound way I know of being
aware of one’s own life. I also believe that dance
is the artistic language that best expresses the
mystery of life, so linked to the awareness of time
and, therefore, of our own finitude. When dancing
one does not only exist in time: one plays with time.
That being said, when the dance embraces you, time
seems to dissolve: at this very moment, one is pure
existence. This state is the driving force behind my
work.

TEACHING
We all want to belong to something and to be
recognized in our integrity.
Seeing someone dance is the most direct way of seeing

I am also aware of the collective nature of dance and of the

them in all their complexity. Dance engages with the

responsibility that comes with guiding a group, and that

intellectual, emotional and physical dimensions of a

is why I consider that creating and sustaining a favorable

person. It also highlights their past, grounds them in

and safe environment to guarantee that the participants

their present and reveals their desires and their future

can unleash their full creative potential is a fundamental

expectations. To dance is a way to achieve a deep

requirement. Within this framework, my pedagogical axes

knowledge of life and about oneself.

when leading groups are, on the one hand, to recognize
each student in their individuality and integrity and, on the

I build my work as a teacher from the basis of this

other hand, to build the support of the group, encouraging

multidimensional nature of dance. Regardless of the

cooperation through the recognition and celebration of the

format, the exercises are conceived and focused on

differences between each one of its members.

affecting these different dimensions simultaneously.
Guidance and corrections are guided by a wish
to increase the integration and autonomy of the
student: characteristic that seems fundamental to me
in an artistic discipline. In general, in the
pedagogical spaces that I promote, I offer, as well as
the physical tools in order to dance, the
mental and emotional tools to facilitate the
learning process.

CURRICULUM
Poliana Lima (1983) is a Madrid-based
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process of upcoming choreographic

began to develop a teaching and

projects, Poliana began to develop

An artist selected for Aerowaves 2021

audience engagement practice linked to

a series of new laboratories and

with the piece Things move but they do

her choreographic production. Between

workshops around the concepts of body,

not say anything, co-produced by Teatros

2018 and 2019 she has conducted

identity and racialization.

del Canal (Madrid), Festival Dias de Dança

intergenerational workshops related

(Oporto) and Centre National de la Danse /

to her choreographic project Here,

Another aspect of her practice

Pantin in Paris. She was also an associate

Always in institutions such as Centro de

is providing artistic support,

artist in Conde Duque Madrid between

Danza Canal and Conde Duque, both in

accompaniment and movement

2018/2020 and a collaborator of the

Madrid.

dramaturgy in the creation processes of

Centro Coreogáfico Canal. And the winner

emerging artists, such as, Lucia Marote,

of the Certamen Coreográfico de Madrid

Natalia Fernandes, Miguel Ballarin and

in 2014 with her first ensemble, Atávico.

the collective La imperfecta by Alberto
Alonso and Clara Pampyn.

As a teacher, Poliana Lima has been
teaching regular contemporary dance
classes in private studios in Madrid for
a decade. The attendants coming from
different contexts: from classes and
trainings for professionals and advanced
students, to introductory dance classes for
adults without any previous experience.

workshops
I approach every workshop from the premise that the fundamental instrument of dance is the body, and
therefore, the subject who plays the instrument (the self) and the object/instrument (the body) coincide.
This concept leads me into a pedagogical practice in which both the purely formal, physical aspects of
dance and the emotional and mental aspects of the dancer, performer or creator are simultaneously
worked on. These three axes of the artist’s work are the object of observation and research in my
workshops, encouraging dancers, creators, dance students or amateurs to develop a personal responsibility
for their own learning, as well as promoting a real space for dialogue and cooperation amongst the
participants.

technique
and improvisation
The technique and improvisation classes are a personal pedagogical approach

Who is it for?

to those elements of dance that, throughout my training and career as an artist,

Advanced dance students

were revealed to me as particularly useful and necessary tools for the trade.

or professionals preferably.

These classes consist of, firstly, improvisation work that aims to heighten the
dancer’s attention and proprioception, placing the student and their experience

It is important that the level

at the center of learning.

of the participants is homogeneous.

And, secondly, the technical work involves providing preformulated structures

Minimum and maximum

of movement and coordination that frame and facilitate the study of the

number of participants:

body. Especially focused on the spine, its mobility and the possible physical

Minimum of 12 and

relationships with the limbs, the technical side of the class seeks to expand the

a maximum of 24 people.

strength, mobility and flexibility of the body through the repetition of patterns
and choreographic phrases.
It has to be emphasized that the technical work is meant to serve the poetic
and expressive dimension of dance, with the objective of making our own body
available for ourselves and increasing the sensitivity and critical capacity of
the student, thereby enhancing their artistic ability.

movement
investigation
laboratory
In this laboratory we will study the body and its movement through its inherent aspects, that

Who is it for?

is: the shape of the body (its anatomy and its systems), its weight and how it flows within itself

Workshop aimed at varied

(densities) and its relationship with space and time. We have as a reference for this workshop

levels, as long as they have

the books: Poetics of Contemporary Dance, by Laurance Louppe and The Sensitive Body by

some experience with dance or

David Le Breton.

movement (be it circus, theater
or sports).

Through very specific movement patterns that precisely frame where to focus their attention,
the student is guided into an exploration and (re)discovery, through their sensations and

Number of participants:

proprioception, of the possibilities offered to them by their body.

Minimum of 12 and a maximum
of 40 people.

In each laboratory, we focus on one or two aspects of movement mentioned in the previous
paragraph, depending on the duration of the workshop. The laboratory format allows us

Workshop duration:

to give each guideline enough time so that the students can really transform their mindset

Full weekend: 8 - 12 hours

(“mind setting”) when approaching movement: leaving behind the usual efficient mode of

Weekly: 15 - 20 ho

execution, which seeks perfection based on a pre-existing model to be reproduced and imitated,
and entering a state of true investigation: a state of intense attention, deeply anchored in
the physical experience and which implies launching the body into the experience without
knowing any a priori conclusions and/or images to which to mold its movement. I sustain that
the idea of research has to begin with a state of unknowing, not anticipating, and this workshop
aims to cultivate and broaden this alternative way of experiencing movement.

creation
workshops
The creation workshops are a space for practice and reflection
upon the nature of the creative act. In parallel we also study the
specificities of choreographic creation. We work with physical
exercises and writing practices to sharpen the way we listen,
both to ourselves and to the outside collective, with the aim
of sustaining and encouraging the development of the unique
artistic voice of each participant.
The creation workshops demand to be adapted and personalized
according to the needs of the artistic community where the
workshop will take place.
For more information:
talleres@polianalima.com

chroreographic
workshops
In these workshops, stemming from the creation

Things in the distance: recreation of this

Hollow: improvisation workshop in which

of a specific choreography or the reassembling of

choreographic device for unconventional

I share the tools with which I constructed

a choreography, we study the physical, emotional

spaces premiered in the Patio Sur of the

the piece and the movement patterns used

and mental aspects involved in the process of

Centro Cultural Conde Duque in 2020.

in it. Minimum of 10 participants and a

creating and executing a piece. We also collectively

Initially conceived for 8 female dancers

maximum of 20. Advanced students and

study and debate the needs and difficulties of the

and adaptable to up to 50 participants

dance professionals.

performance, fostering the cooperation and critical

depending on the unconventional spaces

reflection of the students: a fundamental tool

chosen, the project presents a collective

Here, always: community-based and

when preparing young performers for the craft.

evolution of young women who occupy

intergenerational workshop, for women

We currently offer the reassembly and study of 3

space, remain and resist standing without

from 15 to 75 years old, with or without

pieces:

ever moving from their spot.

experience in dance. Minimum of 20
participants.

artistic support
and accompaniment
In this format I work with companies, collectives and advanced dance students who
need, during the creation of a piece, an external orientation that helps them better
understand how their wills and ideas are being transmitted and translated. In addition
to nurturing their self-reflection on their artistic practice.
For more information:
talleres@polianalima.com
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